KSM Ribbon Microphones

KSM Ribbon Microphones
with RoswelliteTM Ribbon Technology
Adapter
ForXLR-to-USB
professional audioSignal
connoisseurs,
Shure KSM
ribbon microphones offer the finest passive,
dynamic audio quality with the confidence of
superior construction.
The risks of traditional, delicate ribbon
microphone ownership no longer apply, as
both KSM ribbon models feature proprietary
Roswellite™ ribbon technology for revolutionary
ribbon resilience and durability.
Hand assembled in the USA from state-of-the
art transducers, transformers and metals, the
KSM353 and KSM313 ribbon microphones
exemplify Shure quality for prestigious vocal and
acoustic performances, even under extreme SPL
conditions.

KSM353

KSM313

Premier Bi-directional
Ribbon Microphone

Dual-Voice
Ribbon Microphone

KSM353

KSM313

Premier Bi-directional Ribbon Microphone

Dual-Voice Ribbon Microphone

Crafted with matched polar pattern symmetry for pristine audio in
studio and concert hall applications.

Features Dual-Voice design: discrete front-and-rear side sonic
signatures for use with amplified instruments or for intimate vocal
applications.

❖B
 i-directional polar pattern delivers premier, completely symmetrical
audio with superior off-axis rejection

❖B
 i-directional polar pattern delivers premier audio with superior offaxis rejection

❖ Revolutionary Roswellite™ proprietary ribbon material replaces
traditional foil ribbons with high tensile strength, toughness and shape
memory that provides superior resilience at extreme SPLs

❖ True Dual-Voicing tuned specifically for user’s for choice of response warm and full for amplifiers, or swivel for bright and flattering vocals

❖ Custom ribbon motor assembly tailors bass response without
attenuating the overall output for full low and mid ranges, and superior
upper range presence from a rising frequency response

❖ Revolutionary Roswellite™ proprietary ribbon material replaces
traditional foil ribbons with high tensile strength, toughness and shape
memory that provides superior resilience at extreme SPLs

❖ Double-shielded matched full-sized transformer minimizes signal loss
and maximizes output while reducing magnetic and RF interference
from 90 degree placement, offset relative to the ribbon

❖ Custom-sourced components for superior presence, minimized signal
loss and maximized output.
❖ 146dB SPL / 30 – 15,000 Hz frequency response ideal for capturing
fast transients in vocals, acoustic instruments and concert halls

❖ 146dB SPL / 30 – 15,000 Hz frequency response ideal for capturing
fast transients in vocals, acoustic instruments and concert halls

❖ L egendary Shure quality and superior construction from handassembly of machined steel, silver, gold and aluminum materials

❖ L egendary Shure quality and superior construction from handassembly of machined steel, silver, gold and aluminum materials, and
housed in a pure stainless steel casing

❖ Monocle stand mount custom swivel mount for fully versatile
placement and orientation

❖ Spring-loaded suspension shock mount for flexible, fully-isolated stand
mounting

❖ Protective wood case included for storage when not in use

❖ Upright protective wood case included for storage when not in use

Optional Accessories and Replacement Parts:

Optional Accessories and Replacement Parts:

A353SM

A313M		
A313SM

Shock Mount

Monocle Stand Mount
Shock Mount

Visit www.shure.com today for more details.
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